
User Guide
 

Firmware Version 1.64.6

Your SPEED-FLEA 64™ is able to work directly from 6v to 14v, or ANY balance charge 
plug in ANY position because it uses ANY three consecutive pins from your Li-Po pack.

Note: If the voltage is below 7.4, the brightness of the display will be reduced.

If you are running more than 3S, then you MUST use the balance charge plug cable, 
otherwise you will DAMAGE the SPEED-FLEA 64™.

Do NOT apply ANY voltages to the control pins or you will DAMAGE your SPEED-FLEA 
64™.

You MUST ensure that you check the condition of your balance charge plug cable 
before each use, any DAMAGE to this cable could result in a short to your battery and
result in FIRE and/or DAMAGE to persons or property.

The OLED display is made of GLASS and has SHARP corners, it may BREAK if excessive
PRESSURE is applied to it or the ribbon cable loop. Grip the top of GPS antenna and 
the bottom of PCB when handling or plugging in/out.

If the display does not light up when connected using the balance charge plug cable 
provided, try the pins the other way around.

SPEED-FLEA 64™ allows you to change some settings by pressing the button and 
shorting out pins. This can be done with anything conductive like a paper clip or 
small piece of wire. 
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To RESET the MAX values, press the MODE/RESET button briefly.

To change MODE,  press and hold the MODE/RESET button until you see the next 
mode displayed on the screen, then release. SPEED-FLEA 64™ has now changed 
modes.  

Modes.

SURFACE (Speed only) Live and MAX
SPEED-MAP (Speed only) Displays Max Speed and graph of speed/time.
AERO (Speed, Altitude, Up Rate, Down Rate) Live and MAX
ROCKET (Altitude, Up Rate, Down Rate) Live and MAX
MICRO HUD (Speed, Altitude, Heading, Up/Down Rate) LIVE ONLY

You can change the speed unit (kts, kph and mph) by shorting out the kts/kph/mph 
pins.

In SURFACE and AERO modes, SPEED-FLEA 64™ will display the current values if the 
speed is greater than 1 knot (1.15mph). If the speed is less that 1 knot (1.15mph), then 
the MAX values will be displayed.

In ROCKET mode, live values will be displayed if the up/down rate is more than than 
0.1m/s, otherwise the MAX values will be displayed.

Rocket, Aero and Micro HUD modes. Wait for Alt to stabilise before run. 

NOTE: Although an initial 3D fix may take 60 seconds or more. Getting a solid altitude
reading may take 2 or 3 minutes. SPEED-FLEA 64™ uses at least 7 Satellites.
If flying in HUD mode, it is important that you allow this time to ensure that altitude 
is accurate and fully acquired before take off. 

The GPS signal can be disrupted by radio waves and magnetic fields from motors and
servos. It is important that you locate your Flea so that it has a clear view of the Sky 
and not near to anything that might reduce reception of the GPS signal.

Remember that SPEED-FLEA 64™ uses GPS, so it won't work indoors. Ensure that it has
a clear view of the sky at all times for best performance and accurate results.

We hope you enjoy using SPEED-FLEA 64™!!!
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Specification.

Weight: 9.8g
Dimensions: 2cm * 4cm * 1cm
Operating Voltage: 6-14V (any 3 pins of balance plug)
Current Draw: ~50mA @7.4v
Startup Time: 60-90 Seconds
Refresh Rate: 4hz (4 times ever second)
Resolution: 0.01mph
Max Speed: 999.99mph
Max Altitude: 18,000metres

Dimensions in mm

SPEED-FLEA™ accepts no liability for any damage or injury cased by using this product in conjunction with any other product. Please 
read the guide carefully to ensure correct use and that care is taken not to damage your Flea. You must operate your R/C within the 
rules that apply in your region and you must not rely on SPEED-FLEA™ as a primary means of navigation. 
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